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Asteroids and comets range in composition from rubble
piles to delicate conglomerations of ice and rock to solid ob-
jects. They are occasionally found on trajectories that pose
an impact hazard to the Earth. There is an ongoing scientific
debate about how to best mitigate the risk posed by these po-
tentially hazardous objects (PHOs). Several of the techniques
proposed involve applying short-duration impulses to a PHO
in order to change its orbit, by means of stand-off blasts, sur-
face detonations, or kinetic impacts. However, such methods
have the potential to knock fragments off the parent body or
disrupt it completely. The resulting fragments may continue to
threaten ground or orbital assets if they have not been dispersed
far enough on diverging trajectories, or collectively deflected
away from the original Earth-intercepting trajectory to a suffi-
cient degree. Here we explore the question of the time required
after an impulse for fragments to re-aggregate or disperse to
large radii.

Background

PHOs can be delicate objects. Rubble pile asteroids like near-
earth asteroid Itokawa [1] are evidently held together onlyby
gravity and friction; comets are porous conglomerations ofice
and rock. Imparting enough momentum to an object to alter
its trajectory without disrupting it or breaking pieces offis
challenging. Fragments of an otherwise mitigated parent body
can still be hazardous. A fragment of 50 m in diameter or
larger is comparable to the object that caused the Tunguska
airburst [2]. A fragment as small as 1 cm can be hazardous
to spacecraft. By studying the dynamics of fragments after
a hazard mitigation impulse we can begin to estimate safety
tolerances for fragment mobilization.

Fragments that escape the parent body must end up more
than one Earth diameter from the original object’s point of
Earth intercept by the original time of Earth intercept in order
to be rendered safe. Fragments that scatter or remain gravi-
tationally bound and on a trajectory close to the original will
re-aggregate over time, following complicated paths and inter-
acting with other fragments before re-accretion. The time taken
for fragments to re-aggregate depends on the physical proper-
ties of the original object and the impulse applied; re-assembly
timescales can be used to guide the timing and magnitude of
“fast-push” hazard mitigation strategies.

Initial Conditions and Approximations

We have carried out preliminary rigid-body dynamical simula-
tions of rubble-piles as a first study of these issues using the
Open Dynamics Engine (ODE,www.ode.org). ODE is a
simulation package that works with bodies of arbitrary shapes
(described by triangular meshes) and uses a sophisticated colli-
sion detection method and solver for contact constraint forces,
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Figure 1: Sample calculation of a sub-catastrophic disruption.
Parameters are velocity scalev/r = 10−3, opening angleθ =
π/2, with n = 1000 sub-elements.

along with a first-order time-stepper for the dynamics equations
[3]. ODE has been used to simulate planetesimal collisions of
km-scale bodies [4], and the work presented here builds on that.

The simulations are of rubble piles whose fragments have
masses, volumes, and shapes that remain constant throughout
the calculation. They are given an initial velocity field andare
allowed to evolve dynamically. Collisions are dissipative: there
is a coefficient of restitution for normal collisions and tangential
Coulomb friction is applied as well. For these calculations, we
set the coefficients of restitutionε = 0.5 and frictionµ = 0.5.

The initial calculations reported here use rubble piles made
of elements of the same mass (monodisperse distribution). The
initial radius of the pile was∼ 1 km; we tested cases made of
n = 10, 100, and 1000 sub-elements. All the aggregates have
the same total massM = 8×1015 gm, so individual fragments
have massesM/n. The velocity field was a simple radial uni-
form expansion with a rate with ratesv/r = 5×10−4, 10−3, and
2×10−3 s−1, for which the entire body takes part (π < θ < π)
or is confined to a polar opening angleπ/2< θ < π/2 (a hemi-
sphere), orπ/4< θ < π/4 (a quarter sphere). The correspond-
ing kinetic energies span the range from mild sub-catastrophic
disturbances to complete disruption. An example is shown in
Fig. 1. In the future we will extract initial fragment velocity
distributions from the results of hydrocode calculations of spe-
cific deflection and disruption scenarios. These calculations
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Figure 2: Dimensions vs. time for disrupted rubble-piles. Nine combinations of velocity scale (v/r = 5× 10−4 s−1, 10−3 s−1,
2×10−3 s−1) and opening angleθ = π, π/2, π/4 are shown for cases with numbers of rubble elementsn = 10 (green),n = 100
(blue), andn = 1000, (red). Solid lines show the rms radius< r2 >1/2, dotted lines show the maximum dimensions inx, y, andz.

are currently underway, see Plesko et al. (this conference).

Preliminary Results

The dynamical timescale isτ = (Gρ)−1/2
∼ 2×103 s. How-

ever, in these cases interest focuses not only on the basic scaling
but more particularly on the re-aggregation timescaleTr = Kτ,
given the critical nature of hazard mitigation. The exact value
of Tr (or K) will depend in general on details of the config-
uration, velocity field, mass spectrum, number of fragments,
etc. In turn this will depend on the results of the mitigation
strategy employed and the characteristics of the object to which
the strategy is applied.

We can distinguish three regimes of results: 1) sub-catastrophic
disturbance with complete re-aggregation, 2) sub-catastrophic
disturbance with re-aggregation with some fragments escaping
to large distances, and 3) complete disruption. The lines be-
tween the regimes are somewhat fuzzy, particularly 2) and 3),
and depend not only on kinetic energy of the impulse but also
its geometry. Thus, plotting the kinetic energy as a function of
time is somewhat limited as a diagnostic of the resulting con-
figurations and timescales. Here we present some measures
of configuration size, namely the maximum dimensionsxmax

of the assembly of fragments and the rms radius< r2 >1/2 as
functions of time as a first step in characterizing the outcomes

of the numerical experiments.
Figure 2 shows the outcomes (maximum dimensionxmax,

ymax, zmax, and rms radiusvs time) for combinations of initial
velocity scale (v/r), velocity opening angleθ , and numbers of
elementsn. Low-energy runs (v/r = 5×10−4 s−1) settle back
to their initial states inTr ∼ 104 s∼ 5τ. Complete disruption
(v/r = 2×10−3 s−1) takes place on similar timescales, after
which object dimensions exceed the local Hill radiusH at 1 AU
∼ a(mob j/3M⊙)1/3

∼ 2×107 cm. The middle-velocity cases
which we have run (v/r = 10−3 s−1), as seen in the center
column of panels in Fig. 1, can take as long as 6×104 s for
the bulk of the object to settle back to its initial state. This
case is also one for which geometry of the disturbance matters
as well as the number of objects: forθ = π, the n = 1000
object remains largely impact, but then = 10 andn = 100-
body objects are disrupted.
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